
                        Resolution of the Extended E.C meeting held on 15.05.16

The meeting of the Extended Executive Committee started as soon as the President took the 
chair. The meeting was called for to discuss single point agenda regarding preparation and 
submission of Memorandum to the 6th Pay Commission. After thread bare discussion the following 
decisions were taken in the meeting.

1. The Association will prepare an integrated proposal for creating a three tier State 
Service comprising all the service cadres right from CDPO to Jt. Director to be 
included in the proposed service.

2. It was decided that we will demand for inclusion of NGO run CDPOs, Dist. Protection 
Officers and DCPOs to the proposed service.

3. We will also demand for inclusion of some key posts like SPO, one Jt. Secretary and 
SO-1 into the proposed state service.

4. Recruitment rules for specialized service should be proposed.

5. Proposal for scale linked designation in which all the state level posts should be at per
with Joint Director or above. All the Dist. level posts should be equivalent to the Dy. 
Director rank and all the post at the initial level will be equivalent to Asst. Director

rank.

6. CAS should be counted from the date of entry into the proposed service as usual in 
others constituted state service.  

7. It was decided that the composition of the memorandum should be done by Partha 
Pratim Dasgupta and the other senior members like Anirban Chakrborty, Supriya 
Sarkar ,Anandamay Konar will help with supplementing facts and documents. 
Indusekhar Chatterjee will co-ordinate with the entire group. As there is not enough 
time in hand the work should be done in a war footing manner.

8. If time permits the drafted Memorandum would be presented before the service 
cadre, irrespective of association they belong, for their views and there after the final 
memorandum will be submitted to the Pay commission.

AS no other point remains to discuss the meeting ends with the vote of thanks to and from 
the chair.
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